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Skills

I have experience working in
teams to brainstorm concepts and
research users wants and needs. I
can create wireframes at multiple
levels of fidelity. I have user testing
experience, where I have ran testing
over prototypes of different levels.
I am familiar with multiple different
prototyping software, including
Adobe XD, Figma, and Axure. I have
become particularly familiar with
Figma over the past year due to the
pandemic. I am familiar with the
Adobe Creative Suite, my most used
programs being Illustrator, Photoshop, and Indesign.

Projects

Rivers of Rollution. This was a project completed for an information
design course. I worked in a team
to create an interactive system that
allowed users to visualize how river
pollution affects multiple different
countries accross the world.
Denton Family Dentistry. This project was completed for a prototyping
and testing course. This project
challenged teams to work with specific guidelines to redesign a local
dentist’s office website. We carefully
balanced both the user and business needs to create a new system
that was more personal, simplified,
and organized.

About Me

I’m a UX designer, researcher, and artist based in Dallas, Texas. I am passionate about designing unique solutions to complex problems. I strive to
use empathy, curiosity, and collaboration in all of my work. I believe that
as a UX designer, it is my duty to be an advocate for all of my users and
design responsibly and carefully.

Education

University of North Texas

Bachelor of Fine Arts | August 2016-May 2021

Communication Design with a concentration in User Experience Design
and a Minor in Art History

Work Experience
Office Assistant

Lane Supply Inc. | September 2021-Present

Assist accounting staff with various tasks including filing and retrieving documents and folders, invoice data entry, and other organizational tasks.

Front Desk & Assistant Manager

The Battlefield | January 2019-June 2020

Made sure every guest was served and their needs were met, even at high
volumes and under high stress. Assisted party participants while at the facility and insured guests were satisfied with their visit. Helped manage and
train coworkers. Enforced all rules promptly and professionally.

Student Designer

University of North Texas | June-August 2018
Worked with design faculty to begin the first steps of redesigning UNT’s
College of Visual Arts and Design website. Created deliverables such as
journey maps, personas, and heuristic analyses. Mapped out information
architecture and completed research on the website for further design
processes.

